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Executive Summary 

 
The Metropolitan Economic Development Association's strategic plan calls for the study of the 

development of a nationwide network of organizations specializing in minority entrepreneurial 

development, in order to optimize client services around the United States. The first necessary tasks 

for this study, and the primary focus of this report, includes defining the purpose of the collaboration, 

interviewing potential participating organizations, and analyzing adjacent collaborations for possible 

network structural options.  

   
Feasibility Study  

To determine if there is a need for this type of collaboration, interviews were conducted with five 

promising organizations around the US.  The interviews consisted of questions related to the 

perceived need of this type of collaboration, the organization’s current experiences in other networks, 

the general mission and goals of their organization, and interest in either the development of or 

participation in the national collaboration.  The following common themes were derived from the 

analysis of the interviews:  

 
1. A need for this type of collaboration exists.  
2. Potential roadblocks involve cost and client territorialism. 
3. Interviewees' short- and long-term goals are congruent with collaboration's purpose (outlined 

below).  
 
Collaboration Purpose  

Drawing on information collected from the interviews, the collaboration's purpose is illustrated by the 

following short-term and long-term goals:  

 
1.    Share organizational and client best practices (short-term)  
2.    Broaden referral services for clients and organizations (short-term)  
3.    Expand resources to clients and organizations (short-term)  
4.    Strengthen advocacy initiatives (long-term)  
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Along with best practice and information sharing among the participating organizations, this 

collaboration will aim to expand referral services to assist clients with nationwide business expansion 

and networking.  Also, participating organizations will be able to utilize each other’s resources 

including, for example, small business development experts. After the collaboration is well 

established and mature, leverage can be used to increase political advocacy efforts and data collection 

frequency at the local, state, and federal levels.  

 
Options for Collaboration Structure and Governance  

Three existing, well-established, national collaborations were examined, in order to better understand 

key factors to consider when designing the core operating activities of the proposed new 

collaboration. The organizations chosen for study were the Opportunity Finance Network, the 

Community Development Venture Capital Association, and the American Enterprise Opportunity 

network. The following factors were identified as crucial to the success of their collaborations: 

  
1. Industry-Specific Knowledge Sharing: Providing meaningful and high-quality training and 

peer-learning experiences from professionals in the field, and timely discussion forums 
concerning urgent industry news.  

 
2. Innovative Communication: Leveraging face-to-face and electronic communication platforms, 

including web seminars, social networking websites, national and regional conferences, and 
regular newsletters (print and online) to enhance participation in the collaboration and 
interaction with organizational partners.   

 
3. Nationally Unified Advocacy: Providing a unified voice to policy makers and the public, on 

matters of industry-specific importance. Conducting meaningful data collection from member 
organizations, and providing insightful analysis based on the data.  

These primary collaboration characteristics mirror programming suggested both by MEDA and by 

the other organizations interviewed.  These collaborations can offer guidance for new programming 

within this new collaboration.  

Final Recommendations 

To develop a national network of organizations specializing in minority entrepreneurial development, 

we recommend that the board of MEDA consider the following as next steps in developing this 

collaboration. 

 
1. Establish a task force comprised of MEDA board members to support the collaboration 

formation. 
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2. Conduct follow-up conversations with the recommended organizations and contact 

organizations meriting further research. 
 

3. Select founding member organizations based on follow-up conversations.  
 

4. Initiate a meeting with these founding organizations to present MEDA’s initial vision, goals, 
and structure for the collaboration and facilitate a dialogue about the creation of the 
collaboration 

 
5. Develop evaluative measures for the goals of the collaboration, which may include participant 

satisfaction surveys, analysis of participation numbers (both clients and organizations), and 
evaluations of collaboration programming. 

 
6. Design and launch a “summit” as a collaboration kick-off event for participating 

organizations.  
 

7. Consider joining another nationwide collaboration such as the American Enterprise 
Opportunity (AEO) or other collaboration to network and to recruit potential members.  

 
Recruitment of Members 

Based on analysis done on the interview responses, some organizations have been identified as "ideal 

partners" for consideration in developing this collaboration.  These organizations all have strong 

formal partnerships with financial institutions, their local business community, and other 

collaborative networks.  The MEDA board task force should consider these organizations as potential 

founding partners of this collaboration.  

 
Organizations to Consider as Founding Partners: 

1. Seattle, WA - Community Capital Development 
2. Dayton, OH - Minority Economic Development Center 
3. Jersey City, NJ - Rising Tide Capital 
4. Durham, NC - Institute of Minority Economic Development 
5. Boston, MA – Interise 

 
Organizations to Consider as Future Participants: 

6. Concord, NH - New Hampshire Community Loan Fund 
7. Baltimore, MD - Meridian Management Group, Inc. 
8. London, KY - Kentucky Highlands Investment Corporation 
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Purpose of Project 
 
The Metropolitan Economic Development Association's strategic plan calls for studying the 
development of a nationwide network of organizations specializing in minority entrepreneurial 
development, in order to optimize client services around the United States. The first necessary tasks 
for this study, and the focus of this report, included defining the purpose of the collaboration, 
interviewing potential participating organizations1, and analyzing adjacent collaborations for possible 
network structural options as well as programming options. 
 

Methodology 
 
Our methodology included gathering data from a variety of sources including extensive dialogue with 
MEDA staff and a select number of board members.  Initially, informational sessions with MEDA 
allowed us to gather information about what they envisioned in the initial development of this 
collaboration.  We then used this information as a basis for interviewing other similar organizations 
around the country.  Other existing collaborations were also analyzed.  
 
Interviews 
!
The interviews attempted to measure three things relating to the development of a nation wide 
collaboration.  First, the questions examined if there was another collaboration similar to the one 
MEDA envisioned existing.  Next, interviewing other organizations allowed analysis on the extent of 
the need for this type of collaboration.  Lastly, the interviews were used to determine if the 
organizations would be a good fit as founding members of the collaboration through shared vision 
and goals of the organizations as well as ties to the “majority” business community, financial 
institutions, and the extent of their networks.2  
 
Before the interviews, each organization was given a questionnaire with a short summary of what this 
collaboration aimed to achieve. At the beginning of the interviews, the purpose of the collaboration 
was reiterated, and each interviewee was asked about their organizations, their roles, and their history 
with minority owned business development. During the interviews, the organizations were asked 
questions to gauge interest, assess goodness of fit, and obtain feedback. For example, some inquiries 
focused on whether the organization was working with other collaborations and the strengths and 
weaknesses of these networks. If the organization was interested in exploring the collaboration 
further, it was asked how it would benefit from and contribute to the future this collaboration. 
Additionally, organizations were asked what would be some goals and potential roadblocks these 
organizations could foresee in regards to the creation of this collaboration. Within each interview, the 
organization was asked if it knew of other collaborations that may be doing what MEDA desires to 
create and if it knew of any organizations that would potentially be a good fit. Lastly, they were 
asked if they would like to continue these conversations in the future.  These interviews were then 
analyzed for common themes and answers to these questions.3 
 

                                                
1 See Appendix A for a description of all organizations analyzed and/or interviewed.  
2 See Appendix B for a complete list of interview questions.  
3 See Appendix for full transcripts of these interviews. 
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Collaboration Case Studies 
 
Three existing, well-established, national collaborations were examined, in order to better understand 
key factors to consider when designing the core operating activities of the proposed new 
collaboration. The organizations chosen for study were the Opportunity Finance Network, the 
Community Development Venture Capital Association, and the American Enterprise Opportunity 
network. These organizations were individually analyzed then compared to find major programmatic 
and structural themes.  These common programs, practices, and themes should be considered best 
practices and therefore heavily considered for use in this new collaboration.  

 
Findings  

Feasibility 
 
The feasibility of establishing this collaboration was first analyzed by both ruling out the existence of 
another collaboration like this and establishing a “need” for this collaboration as voiced by the 
organizations interviewed. 

Existing Collaborations 
 
Through conversations with potential collaborating organizations, there were no existing 
collaborations identified that matched MEDA’s exact vision of a minority business development 
collaboration. There are collaborations that touch on the business development side, but they are not 
focused solely on this particular area, and may only offer a few programs or services. Therefore, they 
create a patchwork in covering MEDA’s vision for the industry. For example, the Association 
Enterprise Opportunity (AEO) was mentioned in a few interviews as an existing collaboration with a 
vision similar to MEDA. However, the AEO specializes only in microfinance for their collaboration, 
whereas MEDA’s collaboration focus is business development.4 Another collaboration mentioned 
was the Opportunity Finance Network (OFN), which has a similar advocacy vision, however they do 
not focus on minorities but rather on finance and “low-income and low-wealth” individuals.5  
 
The existing collaboration that was mentioned in the interviews as the most similar to what MEDA is 
envisioning is the Initiative for a Competitive Inner City (ICIC)’s program called the Inner City 
Economic Forum (ICEF). According to Jean Horstman of Interise, the ICEF is a mix of government 
agencies, business development organizations, lenders, corporations and small businesses themselves 
who are committed to the economic revitalization through business development of low-income 
communities. 6 According to the ICIC website, the main goals of the collaboration are sharing best 
practices, dissecting issues and root causes, and taking action or convincing others to take action 
[advocacy].7 While these goals may be similar to those of MEDA’s new collaboration, the main focus 
of the ICEF is explicitly “inner-city” business development—not minority business development. 
The ICEF also collaborates across public and private sectors, and lists civic leaders, public-private 
partnerships (chambers of commerce, professional associations), private-sector executives, and 

                                                
4 See Appendix C. Personal Interview with Jim Thomas of Community Capital Development.  
5 Opportunity Finance Network. http://www.opportunityfinance.net/policy/policy_main.aspx?id=74 
6 See Appendix D. Personal Interview with J. Jean Horstman of Interise.  
7 Initiative for a Competitive Inner City. Available online: http://www.icic.org 
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institutional practitioners (research and academic institutions) as a part of their leadership network.8 
This differs from MEDA’s vision of a collaboration, which does not include government officials, 
institutional practitioners or public-private partnerships, rather focusing on minority economic 
development organizations in the private or non-profit sector. 

Demand for this National Collaboration  
 
Overall, the interviewees confirmed that there is a space for this type of collaboration and also 
emphasized the need for it in the industry. According to Jim Thomas of Community Capital 
Development, “there is no organization that is focused nationally and that connects every corner of 
the country on minority entrepreneurship.”9 Thomas also emphasized that MEDA would get a lot of 
support from the industry if they created this type of collaboration.10 Shannon Lemon of the Minority 
Economic Development Center (MEDC) in Dayton, Ohio concurs. She states, “There is really a lack 
of information about minority business in general. There is really a need for really the business case 
for minority business development on a national scale.”11  
 
“I applaud MEDA’s idea of strategically planning to see if there is a way to figure this out and being 
moved to be on a roll as a national organizer or collaborator to pull this together.” –Jim Thomas, 
Community Capital Development 
 
Purpose and Goals 
 
The next point of analysis was to look at the commonly articulated ideal purpose and goals of the 
collaboration.  First, we outline the initial collaboration purpose as defined by MEDA staff and board 
members.  Next, an analysis was done on the existing affiliations these organizations participate in 
around the country.  These affiliations will not only be useful in the creation of this collaboration but 
will also help in establishing a network of resources.  Lastly, common collaboration purpose ideas 
from the interviews were identified and compared to MEDA’s defined purpose. 

Purpose Initially Defined by MEDA 
 
Through initial discussions with the staff and board of MEDA, we determined that the collaboration 
would be most effective and useful if it served the following purposes: 
 

1. Share Organizational and Client Best Practices: Organizations participating in this 
collaboration would be able to share common client and organizational issues and creative 
solutions as well as best practices for business processes and client programming. 

2. Broaden Referral Services for Clients: As clients’ businesses expand, an extensive 
network of organizations would be available as a structure of support.  Additionally, 
member organizations would be able to refer prospective clients to the organization in 
their region.  

                                                
8 Initiative for a Competitive Inner City. Available online: http://www.icic.org 
9 See Appendix C. Personal Interview with Jim Thomas of Community Capital Development.  
10 Ibid.  
11 See Appendix E. Personal Interview with Shannon Lemon and Adrian Taylor.  
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3. Expand Resources to Clients: Member organizations will be able to utilize each other’s 
experts in different areas of small business development. Expert advice also includes the 
referral of relevant funding sources or research materials.  

4. Strengthen Advocacy Initiatives: After the collaboration is well-established, member 
organizations will be able to provide a collective voice and a collaborative advantage in 
legislative advocacy as well as data gathering and analysis.  

 
These collaborative purposes were also mirrored by potential member organizations across the 
country, as discussed below. Through extensive interviews of similar organizations, discussed next, 
these purposes were most highlighted as desirable activities of this new collaboration.  

Commonly Articulated Goals  
 
The next few sections will analyze goals and vision of the collaboration as put forth by MEDA and 
the potential collaborating organizations. Many of the organizations were in agreement with MEDA’s 
initial vision of the collaboration to share best practices, expand resource and referral services for 
clients and organizations alike, and also advocacy and research. Interviewees also discussed their 
current memberships in collaborations and pinpointed what they found to be the most beneficial.  
 
Best Practice Sharing. Many of the organizations were enthusiastic about best practice sharing 
among organizations and clients. Most of the interviewees listed best practices among the benefits of 
the collaboration.  
 
There are certainly payoffs in being involved with a large group. For example, I am a business 
technology incubator and I belong to a national organization, and what I look to them for is best 
practices. And they have annual conferences so that we all get better at what we’re supposed to be 
doing. That would certainly be the greatest benefit that I could see here. Because a national 
organization would be drawing upon all of those best practices and taking the lead in those areas. –
Barbara Haydes, MEDC 
 
Shannon Lemon points out that sharing best practices will allow the members of the new 
collaboration to learn what to do and also what not to do. She also suggests conducting case studies 
of organizations in order to extrapolate best practices and learn from previous experience of other 
organizations and businesses.12 
 
We will never claim that we know everything when it comes to business development. So the ability 
to exchange best practices, share ideas about what is working and also share the challenges that 
others have had in that same industry or same field. That would be really valuable. -Jim Thomas, 
Community Capital Development 
 
The organizations also mentioned the need for knowledge sharing to inform the public about minority 
economic and business development. This can be a short-term goal for organizations as well as a 
long-term goal with the potential to expand into data collection and research.  
 
 
 
                                                
12 See Appendix E. Personal Interview with Shannon Lemon.  
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Resource Sharing.  Resource sharing was also of extreme interest to the potential collaborating 
organizations. Shannon Lemon believes that this will expand client opportunities and go hand-in-
hand with best practices. Alex Forrester of Rising Tide Capital in New Jersey believes that this will 
be a way for organizations to share new ideas and innovations with one another.  This would allow 
the collaboration to perhaps form ideas independently of the organization that could change the 
industry.  
 
Referral Services for Clients.  Another facet of MEDA’s vision is providing referral services for 
clients via an online directory or listserv. Some organizations have found this to be beneficial with 
current collaborations. For example, Alex Forrester mentions that the he has benefited from referral 
services and networking connections in other collaborations.  
 
The [AEO] listserv is very valuable for me because I use it often to send out questions about best 
practices or about what people have done in certain situations, and so you definitely get that as a 
benefit. –Alex Forrester, Rising Tide Capital 
 
Jean Horstman also mentioned that Interise made government contacts through their ICEF 
membership. A listserv or client database would be helpful for organizations and clients to find one 
another and perhaps aid in networking and business growth. Shannon Lemon believes something that 
is limiting is that “we may have relationships with buyers in our market [MEDC], but to really grow a 
large-scale company they [clients] need opportunities in all markets.”  
 
MEDA also has discussed a national conference to “kick off” the start of the collaboration. Alex 
Forrester also mentions that they get a lot out of the conference that is put on by AEO annually—
something that MEDA has expressed interest in doing with their own collaboration.  
 
Advocacy.  An advocacy initiative is also a main goal listed by many of the potential collaborators. 
According to Shannon Lemon, advocacy initiatives of the collaboration could help to build awareness 
and shape perception about minority business development.13  
 
There is a need for a higher level of advocacy for minority business development. And, I think that 
we need to have access to similar messaging so that we can penetrate the clutter and curb some of the 
fears and get over some of the barriers that exist. –Shannon Lemon, MEDC 
 
Furthermore, if the collaboration develops a policy agenda and begins advocating on behalf of their 
organizational and client interests, the organizations could achieve an advantage by collaborating. 
Jim Thomas believes that if leaders could hear a national collaboration discussing minority economic 
development, they may pay more attention to issues and needs of the industry.14  
 
Whenever we talk about entrepreneurship [with larger foundations], and the way to do that is always 
via education first, they don’t hear it. It’s because entrepreneurship is not wanted or warranted by it. 
Our educational system says you want to be investors and you have to pull yourselves up by your 
own bootstraps. The problem is that some folks do not have any boots. If you have no boots, you 
can’t pull yourself up by your bootstraps. –Jim Thomas, Community Capital Development 

                                                
13 See Appendix E. Personal interview with Shannon Lemon.  
14 See Appendix C. Personal interview with Jim Thomas.  
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Leveraging Existing Affiliations 
 
All of the potential founding member organizations that have been identified for the new 
collaboration have emphasized their formal partnerships with financial institutions and other 
collaborations. Partnerships were emphasized as very important among the organizations 
interviewed.  
 
Furthermore, most of the organizations that were interviewed were a part of larger, nationwide 
collaborations such as the American Enterprise Opportunity (AEO) or the Opportunity Finance 
Network (OFN). When asked about formal partnerships and networks, these nationwide 
organizations were often the first to be mentioned.  For example, Jim Thomas of Community Capital 
Development in Seattle is on the board of the AEO. This would be a very beneficial resource for the 
new collaboration as it could potentially utilize best practices, membership models, and other 
resources in the collaboration. 
 
During the interviews, the organizations emphasized their formal partnerships above their informal 
partnerships. Many of the organizations chose not to mention their informal partnerships except for 
Rising Tide Capital, which mentioned that they partnered with micro-lending organizations 
informally.15   
 
Criteria for Inclusion 
 
The criteria for inclusion in the new collaboration was based primarily by project requirements put 
forth by the CEO of MEDA and in conjunction with conversations with MEDA staff. The following 
standards are what the board should consider as criteria for joining the collaboration in the early 
stages: 
 

1. The organization is one that highly prioritizes minority business development, and has worked 
on building a business network or community. 

2. The organization has strong relationships in the minority and majority business community 
both locally and nationally. 

3. The organization has a solid foundation of networks at the local and national level. 
4. The organization has partnerships with financial institutions.  

 
In the short term, these are the criteria that should be followed when considering whether or not a 
new organization should join the collaboration. However, it is important to note that these criteria 
could be changed as the collaboration grows and gains new members.  
 
It was also noted in the board meeting that it is possible for the collaboration to “laser-focus” its 
objectives and move beyond strictly minority business development and into a specific field or 
industry. If the board considers this action in the future, the criteria for inclusion have the potential to 
be amended again.  

                                                
15 For a complete list of the formal and informal partnerships of these organizations, please see 
Appendix F.  
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Case Study Analysis 
 
A critical research component was to analyze existing nation-wide collaborations, in order to better 
understand the key structural and communication factors to be considered when designing the core 
operating activities of the proposed new collaboration. Three well-known collaborations were 
examined (The Opportunity Finance Network, American Enterprise Opportunity, and Community 
Development Venture Capitol Alliance), each of which has an organizational purpose centered on 
improving communities through some specific form of economic development.   

Processes and Programming  
 
The following are common processes and programming among these existing collaborations.  Each 
collaboration touches on these facets in some capacity.  
 
Industry-Specific Knowledge Sharing.  Each collaboration studied provided meaningful and high-
quality training and peer-learning experiences from professionals in the field.  They also put great 
emphasis on facilitating timely discussion forums concerning urgent industry news.  
 
The Opportunity Finance Network (OFN), for example, believes that its ability to share industry-
specific knowledge and best-practices has allowed it to become the “thought leader” of the 
opportunity finance industry.16  This collaboration provides consulting services and informal 
technical assistance consisting of one-to-one expert training. The OFN provides services, such as 
growth management, capitalization planning, and market development and analysis. 
 
The Community Development Venture Capitol Alliance (CDVCA) also provides similar consulting 
services to member funds, investors in funds, and other interested organizations.  The entire staffing 
team at CDVCA assists in these consulting activities, each lending it’s own unique perspective to the 
needs of their clients. Their training programs also leverage these unique perspectives to assist 
member organizations in  
 
Innovative Communication.  By leveraging face-to-face and electronic communication platforms, 
including web seminars, social networking websites, national and regional conferences, and regular 
newsletters, these collaborations are able to keep their clients continually connected with the 
collaboration and with each other.  
 
Each year, the OFN holds an annual conference where over 700 attendees participate in industry 
specific knowledge sharing. The conference features the “State of the Industry” speech by the 
President/CEO of the OFN, informative breakout sessions teaching hard skills to attendees, taught by 
experienced practitioners, and the opportunity for members to provide input toward the OFN’s 
strategic planning process.17  The CDVCA also holds an annual conference in a different city around 
the nation each year.  Hundreds of practitioners at all levels attend the conference to “build their 

                                                
16 http://www.opportunityfinance.net/knowledge/default.aspx?id=412 
17 http://www.opportunityfinance.net/knowledge/conference_resource_center/09/ 
default.aspx?id=4186 
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skills, learn new strategies, discover new developments in the field, and share challenges and 
successes.”18 
 
Regional meetings are also included in OFN’s programming featuring “Staying Connected Call 
Series”, a monthly conference call for members to discuss a chosen theme. Afterwards, each call is 
available, on demand, via podcast. Similary, the American Enterprise Opportunity (AEO) has a 
“MicroEnterprise Community” where members can sign in and share problems and solutions as well 
as event information.  This community allows member organizations to be in continuous contact with 
one another which facilitates a continuous support system for programming and general processes.  
 
The OFN also conducts nation-wide research on the opportunity finance sector and disseminates its 
findings through its CDFI Data Project (CDP). The CDP is an industry collaborative that ensures 
access to and use of data to improve practice and attract resources to the CDFI field.19 In addition to 
the CDP, the OFN publishes a quarterly “Market Condidtions Survey”, and “Inside the Membership”, 
a quarterly statistical map of its membership.20  The CDVCA also highlights itself as a premier 
source of high quality data and information about the communities they serve. The data collection 
tools used by this collaboration also include a “Measuring Impacts Toolkit” for member 
organizations to also utilize in their individual programming efforts.  
 
Nationally Unified Advocacy.  Each of these collaborations have also developed a policy advocacy 
initiative in order to present a unified voice to policy makers and the public, on matters of industry-
specific importance. Bringing this large number of members together allows each collaboration to 
claim the unique authority to speak on behalf of the entire industry. 
 
The OFN published a State Legislation and Advocacy Guide in order to provide guidance to 
individual Community Development Finance Institutions (CDFI’s) regarding significant legislation 
in their states. This guide contains nearly 300 bills, as well as analysis of regional, year-to-year, and 
cumulative trends, as well as separate sections dedicated to analyzing subject matter areas of 
significant relevance to CDFI’s.21  
 
The OFN also provides it members with an established political agenda to which they can refer when 
advocating both locally and nationally. The platform, entitled “Into the Economic Mainstream: A 
Platform for Opportunity Finance Policy”, includes direct statements to members of the Federal 
government, stating the OFN’s official responses to various legislative actions.22 AEO also publishes 
yearly their “Policy Priorities for Congress” which facilitate conversations about their annual policy 
initiatives most pertinent to the clients they serve.  
 
Both the AEO and the CDVCA also have policy committees, which member organizations can join. 
Rather than having one person in charge of public policy initiatives, the committee approach allows 
each collaboration to gain the collective policy knowledge of many of their member organizations.  
This collective approach also allows them make sure each organization has an input on the policy 
programming of the collaboration.  

                                                
18 http://www.cdvca.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=113&Itemid=54 
19 http://www.opportunityfinance.net/industry/industry_sub2.aspx?id=236 
20 http://www.opportunityfinance.net/knowledge/default.aspx 
21 http://www.opportunityfinance.net/policy/policy.aspx 
22 http://www.opportunityfinance.net/policy/policy_sub1.aspx?id=78 
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Structural Analysis 
 
In structuring the collaboration, academic research completed by Keigh Provan and Patrick Kenis 
suggests three general forms of network governance. First, participant-governed networks are 
decentralized collaborations in which the organizations involved govern themselves.  These networks 
“depend exclusively on the involvement and commitment of all” and rely on member organizations 
to hold themselves accountable for the success or failure of the collaboration. Next, a lead 
organization-governed network is a more centralized approach of a participant-governed structure.  
Here, rather than having each organization participate in the governing of the collaboration, a single 
participating member provides the leadership and administration.  Lastly, the network administrative 
organization (NAO) form of structure has a separate entity set up specifically to govern the network 
and it’s activities. This separate entity is related to the collaboration as a board is related to a single 
organization.23 
 
Each of these forms are used by varying collaborations around the nation.  It is important to note the 
author’s comment that, “Each form is utilized in practice for a variety of reasons, and no one model is 
universally superior or effective. Rather, each form has its own particular strengths and weaknesses, 
leading to outcomes that are likely to depend on the form chosen.”24  Below is a summary table that 
illustrates the pros and cons of each structural form. 
 

Table 1 
Key Predictors of Effectiveness of Network Governance Forms25 

Governance Forms Trust 
Number of 

Participants Goal Consensus 
Need for Network-Level 

Competencies 

Shared Governance High density Few High Low 

Lead Organizations Low density 
Highly centralized 

Moderate 
Number Moderately Low Moderate 

NAO 
Moderate density 

NAO monitored by 
members 

Moderate to 
many Moderately high High 

 
The Opportunity Finance Network operates as an NAO and is organized as a tax-exempt, 501(c)3 
entity.26 It is governed by a Chief Executive Officer, who is accountable to an eleven-member Board 
of Directors. The Board is comprised of presidents and CEO’s of various member organizations from 
diverse geographic regions across the country. The Board is also structured into various committees, 
each responsible for overseeing vital responsibilities within the organization. They are, as follows: 
Executive & Personnel Cmte., Finance & Audit Cmte., Policy Cmte., Market Conditions Cmte., 
Governance Cmte., CARS! Advisory Board, and the NMTC Advisory Board.  

                                                
23 Provan, K., & Kenis, P. (2008). Modes of Network Governance: Structure, Management, and 
Effectiveness. Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory , 18, 229-252. 
24 Provan and Kenis, 2008 
25 Adapted from Provan and Kenis, 2008 
26 2008 OFN Form 990, filed with IRS 
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The Community Development Venture Capitol Alliance (CDVCA) and American Enterprise 
Opportunity (AEO) also operate as nonprofits with boards of directors. At CDVCA, the expertise 
covered on the board includes, among others, investment management, economic development, 
business administration, commercial lending, and program development.  This collaboration also has 
a staff of it’s own including a director of the central fund, a program associate, president, and 
consultant.  The board of AEO operates with members from such companies as ACCION Texas, The 
Abilities Fund, Citibank, Capital One Bank, and Community Capitol Development.  This 
collaboration has a larger staff, comparatively, with positions such as President and CEO, Senior 
Vice President: Membership and New Initiatives, National Policy Advisor, Senior Communications 
Office, and Business Manager (among others).  This staff is more developed than the one at CDVCA 
with more specialized positions aimed at best serving each niche of their membership population.  
 
Roadblocks 
 
During the interviews, potential collaborators were asked if they could foresee any potential 
roadblocks for the new collaboration. Almost all of the organizations indicated that cost would be a 
main issue for the collaboration to deal with.  
 
“…there is no nonprofit that has taken on that challenge [of forming a national collaboration for 
minority business development] because it is COSTLY.” –Jim Thomas, Community Capital 
Development 
 
Financing for the collaboration, according to Jim Thomas, would be hard to come by, as there is no 
large government entity that focuses solely on minority businesses.  
 
Besides funding for the collaboration itself, it may be difficult to obtain funding from the member 
organizations. Jean Horstman of Interise believes that the collaboration must prove its added value 
before people are willing to pay membership fees. Along these lines, Alex Forrester of Rising Tide 
Capital believes that the collaboration must define and differentiate from other collaborations to 
ensure membership. He asks, “I think that the main questions in my mind are in what way is MEDA 
thinking about doing something different? To what extent is this recreating the wheel so to speak 
with AEO? How is it going to differentiate itself in terms of offering something different?”27 The 
collaboration will have to define itself so it does not fragment the market either, however, it is 
important that the collaboration explicate the need that it is meeting expressly so organizations will 
be eager to join in the future.  
 
Another barrier to success outlined by those interviewed was territorialism of clients.  
 
“The biggest challenge, I think, always is scope and getting over the territorialism that exists in the 
market.” -Shannon Lemon, MEDC 
 
It is possible that organizations might choose a particular organization from the collaboration network 
to “cherry pick” to utilize their services or “poach” to another organization. Therefore, trust must be 
established among the organizations to ensure that this will not be a problem.  

                                                
27 See Appendix G. Personal Interview with Alex Forrester.  
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One other caveat put forth by Interise was the notion of best practice sharing. Some organizations, 
like Interise, may only be willing to share best practices to a certain extent. Since Interise licenses its 
intellectual property, they would not be able to discuss what they teach in their educational programs 
unless members of the collaboration become licensed. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge the 
extent to which organizations are able to be involved in the goals of the collaboration.  
 
Additionally, two of the organizations interviewed either did not express interest in joining this 
collaboration or did not meet the set membership criteria previously outlined.   
 
John Hamilton of the New Hampshire Community Loan Fund (NHCLF) was contacted and 
interviewed to gauge their potential as a partner in the new collaboration. During the interview, it was 
mentioned that the NHCLF does not have a minority business focus as New Hampshire’s population 
is not as diverse. It was concluded from this statement that NHCLF should not be included among the 
founding members of the new collaboration, since it lacks the key pillar of minority business focus as 
outlined above. It is important to note, however, that they did provide us with the information to 
contact Interise. 
 
The Delaware Valley Industrial Resource Center in Philadelphia was also contacted to discuss 
potential membership, however, they informed the interviewer that they also lack a minority 
entrepreneur focus. The conversation with this organization was very brief, so it was elected to not 
proceed with a full interview after this notion was conveyed to the interviewer. Therefore, it was 
deduced that this organization would not be an ideal partner for the new collaboration 

 
Recommendations 

 
Based on the interviews and additional research, we present the following recommendations for 
potential founding partners and initial collaboration architecture.   
 
Potential Founding Partners  
  
After analyzing interview responses and gauging individual interest, we have identified a list of 
organizations that would be ideal founding partners in this collaboration. Each of the potential 
founding partner organizations meets all or some of the following criteria: strong formal partnerships 
with financial institutions the majority business community, and other collaborations, and they also 
concentrate on minority business development. 
 

1. Community Capital Development (Seattle, WA): For over a year, this organization has 
been passionate about assisting in the launch of this collaboration. This organization’s 
expertise in marketing would be extremely beneficial to the collaboration. 

2. Institute of Minority Economic Development (Durham, NC): Well known in the minority 
business development community and host an annual executive networking conference, 
this organization would bring programming best practices to this new collaboration.28 

                                                
28 This organization was unavailable for an interview during this time period; however, MEDA’s past 
interaction suggests good fit with new collaboration. 
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3. Interise (Boston, MA):  With innovative educational concepts such as its Street MBA 
program and strong links into Boston’s University system, Interise would foster creative 
and unique programming.  This organization also has extensive experience in program 
evaluation and performance measurement.  

4. Rising Tide Capital (Jersey City, NJ): With strong ties to the Obama Administration and 
the national media networks such as CNN, this organization would assist launching this 
new collaboration into the national spotlight.  

5. The Entrepreneurs Center (Dayton, OH): Through genuine excitement about the potential 
of strengthening advocacy initiatives on a national level, this organization is eager to learn 
more about this collaboration and was excited to participate.  

 
Considerations from Collaboration Case Studies 
 
Based on the aforementioned research of other established nationwide collaborations, MEDA should 
consider including the following purpose and goals into the newly created collaboration. 
 

1. Industry-Specific Knowledge Sharing. The collaboration should provide 
meaningful and high-quality training and peer-learning experiences from professionals in 
the field, and timely discussion forums concerning urgent industry news. 

2. Innovative Communication.  The collaboration should leverage face-to-face and 
electronic communication platforms, including web seminars, social networking websites, 
national and regional conferences, and regular newsletters (print and online). 

3. Nationally Unified Advocacy.  In the long term, the collaboration should provide a 
unified voice to policy makers and the public, on matters of industry-specific importance. 
This could eventually include conducting meaningful data collection from member 
organizations, and providing insightful analysis based on the data. 

 
Structural Recommendations 
!
When considering the structure of the new collaboration, it is recommended that the network move in 
phases from one structural form to the next.  The collaboration will be most successful if it is first has 
shared governance followed by lead-organization governance and finally, once fully established, ends 
up as a network administrated organization.  This phasing of structures allows trust building and 
creativity of each individual organization at the beginning followed by leadership by MEDA at the 
onset of the initial member recruitment phase.  Once established, the new collaboration should have a 
board of it’s own comprised of members from each of the founding partners as well as selected 
members from other participating organizations.  This board formation will allow for collective input 
from each of the organizations when making collaborative decisions or programming choices.  
!

Potential Next Steps  
 
Based on the interviews, analysis, and case studies, the potential next steps of the MEDA board 
should be the following:  
 

1. Establish a task force comprised of MEDA board members to support the collaboration 
formation. 
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2. Conduct follow-up conversations with the recommended organizations and contact 
organizations meriting further research as outlined in the appendix.29 

3. Select founding member organizations based on follow-up conversations.  
4. Initiate a meeting with these founding organizations to present MEDA’s initial vision, goals, 

and structure for the collaboration and facilitate a dialogue about the creation of the 
collaboration 

5. Develop evaluative measures for the goals of the collaboration, which may include participant 
satisfaction surveys, analysis of participation numbers (both clients and organizations), and 
evaluations of collaboration programming.30   

6. Design and launch a “summit” as a collaboration kick-off event for participating 
organizations.  

7. Consider joining another nationwide collaboration such as the American Enterprise 
Opportunity (AEO) or other collaboration to network and to recruit potential members. 

 
These next steps will provide MEDA with a solid road map with which to form the collaboration. 
These next steps allow MEDA to engage in trust-building activities such as initial meetings and 
contacts as well as to delve deeper into collaboration ideas.  
 

Conclusions 
 
In conclusion, this study demonstrated the need for such a collaboration in the industry, obtained 
potential models and structure for the new collaboration, and suggested potential partners for the new 
collaboration. MEDA is on the right track to forming an industry-changing collaboration. The 
suggested goals for the collaboration put forth by MEDA garnered positive reactions by the potential 
members in the feasibility study. Potential collaborative partners were enthusiastic about the 
possibility of national minority business development collaboration.  While there are some existing 
collaborations in the industry, potential partners believe that MEDA’s new collaboration is needed 
because the current collaborations do not fit all of the needs of the industry. MEDA should utilize 
models from existing collaborations to form their own structure of governance and organization. 
Lastly, MEDA should follow the potential next steps to get the collaboration off of the ground.  
 

Limitations 
As with any study, there are limitations to the research. This study was conducted in a short time 
frame from January 2010-April 2010. The researchers attempted to obtain as many interviews as 
possible, however it was not possible for some organizations to be interviewed because of their own 
time constraints. More interviews would have added to the depth and breadth of the study. 

                                                
29 See Appendix H. 
30 Leverage existing expertise and performance measure resources previously outlined by Interise. 
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Appendix A: Description of Organizations Analyzed 
 
Community Capital Development (Seattle, WA): This economic development organization is 
composed of three sister 501(c)(3) non-profit organizations. The three organizations are legally 
distinct, but share staff, operate in the same office space, and do business collaboratively under 
the trade name of Community Capital Development. 
 
Institute of Minority Economic Development (Durham, NC): This organizations desires to 
strengthen the asset base of limited resource populations as a means of building economically 
vibrant and socially responsible communities. 

Interise (Boston, MA): The focus of this organization is to stimulate economic revitalization in 
lower income urban communities by providing a diverse group of small business owners with 
entrepreneurial education, new networks, and access to markets. The Interise community creates 
jobs, grows businesses, and develops community leaders. 

Rising Tide Capital (Jersey City, NJ): This 501(c)3 non-profit has a mission to assist 
struggling entrepreneurs and communities in building strong businesses that transform lives, 
strengthen families and create vibrant, sustainable neighborhoods.  
 
The Entrepreneurs Center (Dayton, OH): This organization creates demand and builds 
capacity for minority business entrepreneurs. 
 
Coastal Enterprises Inc. (Wiscasset, ME): This organization is a private, nonprofit Community 
Development Corporation (CDC) and Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI).  
Coastal Enterprises Inc. provides financing and support in the development of job-creating small 
businesses, natural resources industries, community facilities, and affordable housing. 
 
Roberts Enterprise Development Fund (San Francisco, CA): By leveraging the practices of 
venture philanthropy, this organization creates job opportunities through support of social 
enterprises that help people gain the skills to help themselves. 
 
Meridian Management Group, Inc. (Baltimore, MD): This group serves as professional asset 
managers for economic development and private equity funds. 
 
Kentucky Highlands Investment Corporation (London, KY): The mission of this 
organization is to provide and retain Employment Opportunities in Southeastern Kentucky 
through providing sound investments and management assistance to aspiring entrepreneurs. 
 
Delaware Valley Industrial Resource Center (Philadelphia, PA): This organization focuses 
exclusively on the region’s manufacturing community to grow business value through consulting 
services, talent development, and corporate finance/growth capital. 
 
New Hampshire Community Loan Fund (Concord, NH): This statewide nonprofit connects 
people and families with the loans, training and advice that allow them to buy and keep homes, 
have secure jobs and become economically stable.
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Appendix B: Interview Questions 
 
Introduction 
• Who we are 

o University of Minnesota Graduate Students at the Humphrey Institute working with 
MEDA  

 
• What MEDA is/objectives 

o During MEDA’s strategic planning process, they thought about an idea of creating 
some kind of network or collaboration that would work to benefit all organizations 
working with similar missions, visions and goals to share best practices and 
information initially, and maybe expansion into something more. They wanted to 
achieve the following: 

  
1. Establish a network that has common goals of assisting minority 

entrepreneurial development. 

2. Leverage collaborative advantage to increase advocacy among clients (long-
term). 

3. Launch a platform in which organizations can share best practices. 

4. Increase resources of member’s clients. 

• Ask them to tell us a little bit about their organization. 

• Ask them to tell us a little bit about what their specific role is in the organization. 

• Ask them if they can tell us what your history has been with assistance to minority economic 
development.  

  
Initial Questions: 
  

1.     Do you work with others locally in some kind of formal partnerships or collaborations? 
What is the overall purpose of this (or these) collaborations? Who are the core 
members/participants? How about nationally? Internationally?  

  
2.     What benefits do you get out of participation in these networks? 

  
3.     Do you know of any nationwide networks of organizations similar to yours or similar to 

what MEDA is thinking about? 
  

4.     Would you be interested in joining a network of organizations similar to yours? 
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If Yes, 
  

1.     How would your organization benefit from participating in this kind of collaboration? 
  

2.     What goals would you have for a collaboration of this nature? 
  

3.     What do you think your organization might contribute to the collaboration? 
   

4.    What potential roadblocks do you see with the collaboration and how would you solve 
these issues? 

  
If No, 

  
1.    Is there any particular reason as to why are you not interested in joining the collaboration 

at this time? 
  

2.    What would have to change for your organization to join the collaboration? 
  

Ending Questions: 
  

1.  Do you know of any other organizations that would be willing to join the collaboration 
or that we should talk with? 

  
2. If we have some follow-up questions, could we contact you again for a brief phone 

call?  
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Appendix C: Interview with Community Capital Development 
 
Jim Thomas Interview 
Interviewed on 3/17/2010 by Andrew Hanson 
Transcribed by Mandy Olson on 3/22/2010 
 
Andrew Hanson: I will start with the questions that we sent out. Would you like me to go over 
again what MEDA and the University of Minnesota are hoping to do?  
 
Jim Thomas: I’ve read the information you sent over a couple times and I have a pretty good 
understanding of what you want to accomplish and let’s go ahead and move in that direction. 
 
AH: We are graduate students from the Humphrey Institute. There are 4 of us. We are getting 
our MPP. This is a capstone course, synthesizing what we have learned over the last two years 
and now we are kind of hired as graduate student consultants for MEDA. We are trying to help 
them put together a nationwide collaboration of organizations similar to yourself and MEDA.  
 
AH: Could you tell us a little bit about your organization?  
 
JT: We provide entrepreneurial training, counseling, and financing; all three of those functions 
overlap and work together. Let me start with the first Company A, a entrepreneurial training 
company…it is called the Seattle Business Assistance Center, and it probably has a budget of 
about $1.2 million. Its sole purpose is to provide training and counseling to help entrepreneurs to 
get into business and if they are already in business to stay in business. Company B is our 
financing entity, and within that financing entity, we do micro-loans, small business loans, and 
some other types of loans. We are the only not-for-profit that has a charter with the state of 
Washington Dept. of Financial Institution to do SPA loans. And Company C is an administrative 
company. It’s job is to provide companies A & B with all of the administrative help that they 
need. It really does not have a budget of its own, it pays for it’s services through Company A and 
Company B.  
 
AH: Also, when it comes to your role. Clearly, you are the CEO, is there anything that we do not 
know about? That your functions of the CEO are different than what we expect?  
 
JT: I don’t think so. We have a very good set of policies and procedures. My role is to manage 
those things that fall outside of the policy. Also, I’m the person who responds to the board of 
directors and our investors. 
 
AH: What is your history when it comes to assistance with minority economic development? 
 
JT: From 1979-1994, I was a commercial loan officer. Small community things and both large 
regional things. That experience led me to create community capital development. Then, I could 
do those deals that were doable and bankable.  
 
AH: That makes a lot of sense. So you started in 1979 and you are the founder? 
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JT: I started in 1979 as a banker, as a commercial banker. Then, as an entrepreneur I was 
managing loan funds for municipalities from 1994-1997. Community capital began in 1997.  
 
AH: Are there any formal partnerships or collaborations that you work with locally?  
 
JT: Oh yes, we’ve got formal agreements with community development credit unions and 
foundations, and also with the district office of the small business administration. Then across 
the state, we actually have an alliance with a community development financial institution there 
and, that PDFI from that side of the state.  
 
AH: The overall purpose of these collaborations...these are more local and within Seattle? 
 
JT: Yes. They are all within the state. One of the great partnerships we have is with the Urban 
League here in Seattle. They have moved from racial justice to economic justice. 
 
AH: Are there any organizations that you work with internationally? 
 
JT: No there isn’t. I work with the Association of Enterprise Opportunity [AEO]. I am actually 
on their board of directors.  
 
AH: So you are a member of the AEO? 
 
JT: Yes. We are a member of OFAS and I’m sure you’ve found that one. And we are a member 
of CFED. It is a national collaboration. 
 
AH: What would be the main difference between the AEO and the CFED?  
 
JT: The AEO focuses 100% on microfinance. The technical assistance side and on the financing 
side. They are actually putting on an annual conference with the SPA in early May in 
Washington. The Center for Economic Development, I think they are headquartered in New 
York. They are working locally in the community with the Seattle Foundation to jumpstart 
minority entrepreneurship.  
 
AH: The benefits that your organization derives from these types of collaborations are some type 
of info. Sharing, maybe training. Are there other benefits? 
 
JT: You’re absolutely right. We are getting ready with CFED and the Seattle Foundation to put 
on a presentation with them because they have figured out that poverty alleviation can be done 
through microfinance. So, we are going to jump-start that process in the Pacific Northwest. Then 
the AEO are going to put a presentation in May for them to talk about how microfinance orgs 
can align/merge for capacity and sustainability.  
 
AH: Where is the conference being held? Arlington? 
 
JT: Closest to the airport in Arlington. May 10-13.  
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AH: In your opinion do you think that what MEDA is wanting to create, how much do you think 
that the AEO and CFED already maybe have going what MEDA is thinking about starting? 
 
JT: AEO is probably not at the same level as MEDA is in. There are two sides of the company. 
You have the microfinance side and the small business side. MEDA is more toward our small 
business side. On the other side we do SPA-7A loans. And our microfinance side we give loans 
to start-ups and to those businesses that are out for a couple of years. We try to put a bigger 
umbrella out on both the start up side and the existing business side.  
 
AH: So, the AEO when it comes to microfinance supplying the seed capital, they are not much 
about the business development as much as MEDA is? 
 
JT: Exactly. Opportunity Finance Network [OFN] is more like what MEDA is. They tend to 
work with businesses that are already established and they want to grow.  
 
AH: Is the OFN a network that you are a part of? 
 
JT: Yes. 
 
AH: Is this an organization or collaboration that is similar to what MEDA is trying to create? 
 
JT: www.ofn.org  
 
JT: They were actually the organization to get the CDFI started. Is MEDA a part of that? 
 
AH: I don’t believe they are, actually. 
 
JT: They need to take a look at that because that is the best way to tap into government funding.  
 
www.cdfifund.gov   
 
MEDA should really look at that. Because you can get loan capital as well as technical assistance 
capital.  
 
AH: I will check into that. So when it comes to other networks or organizations similar to one 
MEDA is wanting to create? Are there any out there that you think exist right now? The OFN is 
one…any others that you would recommend? 
 
JT: Those are the two that I think might most be what MEDA would want to accomplish with 
minority owned business. Here is some insight: because I have met members of both and I am 
actually on the board of AEO. OFN is really good on the financing side of things. They do an 
excellent job of putting together financing that other organizations like MEDA, capacity 
building, administrative functions, including fundraising, grants, etc. But when it comes to 
technical assistance, OFN does not do as well. AEO, on the other hand, does an excellent job of 
providing teaching to its members on how to do business counseling, how to train small business 
entrepreneurs, (minority and non-minority) on how to grow. They do an excellent job on the 
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counseling side, they do a poor job on the financing side. That’s why I am a member of both 
orgs.  
 
AH: We are definitely doing more research into these things. What would you say if there are 
any markets or networks that really are not doing a good job that maybe MEDA and other orgs. 
That can come in and fill in the gap? 
 
JT: The Kaufmann Foundation. They put together a project (it’s about 5 years old). Five cities 
that strictly targeted minority businesses. The object was to help minority athletes that were 
leaving professional sports and start entrepreneurships since their sports careers were over and 
they would have these opportunities in the commercial marketplace. Darrell Williams was in 
charge of it and he sent his people out here to work with us to find out how we did so they 
modeled their program after how we work with minority entrepreneurs here. There were five 
locations, Detroit was another location. You would get a lot of information from Darrell.  
 
But Andrew, there IS no national organization that is focused nationally that connects every 
corner of the country on minority entrepreneurship. One government organization is the Minority 
Business Development Agency. But there is no nonprofit that has taken on that challenge 
because it is COSTLY. 
 
AH: Do you think this would be a gap that organizations could come a fill up via a 
collaboration?  
 
JT: Boy, if MEDA headed that up, they would get a lot of support. Especially in the urban areas 
with the large minority populations. 
 
AH: How would you see your organization benefiting from this type of collaboration? 
 
JT: We will never claim that we know everything when it comes to business development. So 
the ability to exchange best practices, share ideas about what is working and also share the 
challenges that others have had in that same industry or same field. Boy, that would be really 
valuable.  
 
And in this day and age, although we love the face-to-face network, we could do it on the 
internet! We could Skype!  
 
AH: Are there goals that you would have for this collaboration? Are there things that you would 
want to see this collaboration undertake? 
 
JT: I would like to see this…we live in a nation where business development/entrepreneurship is 
not really focused on in the for-profit sector. Kaufman [foundation] and one or two others, we’ve 
talked to the Gates Foundation...whenever we talk about entrepreneurship, and the way to do that 
is always via education first, they don’t hear it. It’s because entrepreneurship is not 
wanted/warrented by it. Our educational system says you want to be investors and you have to 
pull yourselves up by your own bootstraps. The problem is that some folks do not have any 
boots. If you have no boots, you can’t pull yourself up by your bootstraps.  
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I think that if they could hear a national collaboration talking about this, they might pay more 
attention.   
 
AH: What would the main things that your organization would want to contribute to this 
collaboration? 
 
JT: I teach at the University of Washington. I teach a marketing class; marketing to ethnic 
minorities. Within the class, I always teach a portion on understanding financial statements, how 
to reach minority populations. I would bring that to this opportunity. The willingness to teach 
these subjects based on research and what we’ve learned doing this in the Pacific Northwest.  
  
AH: What type of roadblocks would this collaboration run into and how can we solve those? 
 
JT: The primary roadblock would be one of financing because there is not a large for-profit or 
government entity that thinks this is important. On Monday, I had the national director of a 
minority business development agency [MBDA] here in my office. His total budget for the entire 
United States is $31 million. You can see he does not have…he cannot do any financing, or his 
organization is prohibited by Congress from doing any financing. His organization is mostly a 
networking organization. There is no one who is really understanding of the value that minority 
entrepreneurs bring to the Gross National Product.  
  
AH: Out of curiosity, what does this agency [MBDA] do? Is it basically to help network 
organizations together informally? 
 
JT: They fund centers around somewhere at around $250,000. They have about 18 centers 
around the country. The object of the centers is to work with large minority-owned firms and try 
to help them grown by getting contracts; government contracts, and financing contracts. They 
have done a really good job on the procurement side because all of the centers get to know all of 
the government contracts that are coming down the pipeline. It is really tough on the financing 
side for a couple reasons.  
 
The biggest challenge is financing to help minority entrepreneurs.  
 
AH: Do you know of any organizations similar to yourself and MEDA that would be interested 
in joining a collaboration like this? 
 
JT: There is an organization in North Carolina, there is one in Michigan. There is one in Atlanta. 
I have heard of some in California, but I do not know them personally. I can find information on 
the ones in Atlanta and in Michigan.  
 
AH: Would it be okay if we have any follow-up questions to call or send an e-mail? 
 
JT: Yes. Best way to reach me is via e-mail. 
 
AH: Anything else that you would like to mention or anything that you would like to cover? 
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JT: I applaud MEDA’s idea of strategically planning to see if there is a way to figure this out 
and being moved to be on a roll as a national organizer or collaborator to pull this together. This 
is great. I will do anything I can to help you out.
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Appendix D: Interview with Interise 
 
J. Jean Horstman, Interise, Boston, Massachusetts 
Interviewed by: Andrew Hansen on 4/29/2010 
Transcribed by: Mandy Olson on 5/1/2010 
 
Andrew Hansen: The purpose of this collaboration would be to share best practices 
(organizational best practices and client best practices), broaden referral services, and things of 
that nature…expand resources to clients. In the longer term, looking at advocacy initiatives. 
Now, we as graduate students are helping them by beginning to do interviews and asking 
questions to organizations to get their feedback, to see if they would be interested, and that is the 
purpose of this interview.  
 
Interise: And how did you get our name? 
 
AH: A gentleman whose name is John Hamilton. He is in New Hampshire, and he works for a 
group that focuses on economic development, and he actually referred your organization to us.  
 
I: Okay.  
 
AH: So that is how we came across Interise. And in the meantime, what we have been doing is 
looking at websites that other organizations have been referring to us. And it seemed like you 
guys would be a good fit… 
 
I: Okay. That gives me a context, thank you so much.  
 
AH: Absolutely. So that is the project description of who we are and what MEDA is.  
 
Could you tell us a little bit about your organization? Does it have the minority entrepreneurship 
and business development aspect to it? 
 
I: Yes. We were established to promote economic revitalization in low to moderate-income 
communities by growing the existing small business base. So, our primary focus is low to 
moderate-income communities, and then on top of that we overlay a commitment to minority 
and women-owned businesses. On our annual report card for this year, which is a cumulative 
from 2004-2008, 87% of our entrepreneurs served nationwide.  
 
AH: Can you tell us a little bit about your personal history within minority economic 
development?  
 
I: You mean as me?  
 
AH: Yes.  
 
I: Okay. I have an international career as well as an American career. So I have worked with 
entrepreneurship in Northern Ireland, doing cross-community work. I have worked in Eastern 
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and Central Europe after the Berlin Wall came down. And then in the states, I have worked with 
Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania developing entrepreneur capacity in 
community development corporations. Then, I have been leading this organization since 2006.   
 
AH: Do you have other formal partnerships with other collaborations locally?  
 
I: We work in partnership; we have MOU’s (memorandums of understanding) with our State 
Office for Minority and Women Business Assistance, and that is in Massachusetts. Nationwide, 
we license the use of our intellectual property to other small business development organizations, 
and we have a license with the New York Office of Small Business Services. And then, we are 
contracted by the SBA to be the instructional provider for the Emerging 200 Initiative 
nationwide.  
 
AH: That is really exciting. Could you tell us a little more about that, because that seems like a 
really neat angle that your organization has?  
 
I: Which angle? 
 
AH: The 200 Initiative.  
 
I: Well, that is a government program. You can look on the internet on SBA’s website, and they 
will tell you all the details about it. We are the contractor for the delivery of our small business 
development curriculum.  
 
AH: Do you know of any other nationwide networks of organizations similar to yours and 
MEDA that focuses on minority business development? Do you know of any other networks like 
this that exist? 
I: Yes. The Initiative for a Competitive Inner City has an initiative called the Inner City 
Economic Forum. And that would be a mix of government agencies, business development 
organizations, lenders, corporations, and small businesses themselves. But it is a mix of people 
who are committed to basically the economic revitalization through business development of 
low-income communities.  
 
AH: Do they conduct best practice sharing; they expand referral services for clients and things of 
that nature?  
 
I: Yes, they do. In fact, our partnership with the New York City Office of Small Business 
Services came through our joint membership in ICEF.  
 
AH: Okay. What do you think are the strengths of your organization that you would be able to 
bring to a collaboration of this sort?  
 
I: In Boston, we bring a lot of experience in performance measurement. If you look on our 
website, we do an annual report card, we have a very stringent performance measurement 
process, and we share that a lot if we are talking on the state-level with a number of our partners 
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and colleagues about how to put together something deeper than just jobs created or loans 
generated. You know, what are the real measures of impact?  
 
So, that is something that we bring that is pretty stringent. We are always looking for partners to 
license our curriculum to for them to use it. We have a lot of experience, and we’re fun to work 
with.  
 
AH: Would you see any potential roadblocks for this collaboration that MEDA is thinking about 
launching? I guess one obvious roadblock is that maybe there is a collaboration that already 
exists like this? Are there any other ones that you may be able to shed some light on for us?  
 
I: I think that people would have a hard time paying a membership fee. The problem is that you 
have to prove value-added before people will pay and ICEF is free.  
 
I know for us, in terms of sharing best practices, because we license our intellectual property, we 
wouldn’t be talking much about what we teach. That would be someone that we would be more 
than willing in a license situation that we would share with anyone, but we don’t just hand it out 
without a license being there. That said, what would you share, and things like how would you 
recruit entrepreneurs, what are the challenges, and here’s what we find that works, etc.  
 
I think the other problem is that we don’t do any start-ups at all. We only work with existing 
small businesses, and we work with ones that are established enough to have payroll, and to be 
ready for their next growth spurt. Most of the organizations are micro-businesses or they are at 
an earlier stage of development. There would not be a lot we could learn in that setting.  
 
AH: Absolutely, that is a good point. Most of these organizations that we are contacting are also 
in the same sector. Most of these organizations classify themselves as microfinance, and of 
course, you may have an arm of microfinance, but that is not your main strength, and MEDA 
would also fall into that as well as these other organizations. So I thought I would let you know 
that. Because, what we would be interested in is if MEDA were to develop a collaboration with 
these other organizations that we have been contacting, would you be interested in carrying this 
conversation on further with some of their executives?  
 
I: Yes, we are open to that. We would take that phone call because we are always interested in 
finding partners.  
 
AH: Okay. So you would be willing to be contacted by some of them? 
 
I: Oh yeah. 
 
AH: Okay, excellent. This has been a great conversation. Thank you very much for your time.
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Appendix E: Interview with the Minority Economic Development Center 
 
Adrian Taylor and Shannon Lemon Interview—Dayton, Ohio 
Interviewed by: Andrew Hanson on March 26, 2010 
Transcribed by : Mandy Olson on March 27, 2010 
 
Andrew Hanson: So, the first part is the introduction to the project, would you like me to go 
over it a little bit more? 
 
Adrian Taylor: I think I understand what it is that you are trying to do. If there are some things I 
need to know..do you want to highlight them now? 
 
AH: I’ll just do a general summary. MEDA along with the U of M desires to create this 
nationwide collaboration organization that helps minority entrepreneurs develop their business. 
The collaboration would be used for many things, like sharing best practices, maybe increasing 
supply chain efficiencies, maybe some joint venture opportunities, things of that nature.  
 
AT: Okay. 
 
AH: Are you also familiar with MEDA? 
 
AT: No, I’m not. 
 
AT: They are the primary nonprofit here in the Twin Cities area that help minority entrepreneurs 
develop their business. 
 
AT: Is that considered to be an incubator or virtual incubator or does it have a designation? 
 
AH: They may classify themselves as an incubator, that’s a good question, I could ask them that. 
Primarily, they have two arms, one the microfinance arm to supply C-capitol, but really they 
don’t consider themselves to be a microfinance organization as much as they consider 
themselves more like a small business…like those who have already proven success, they come 
along side them to help them grow their business.  
 
AT: Okay, hold on a minute, I’m going to put you on speaker, Shannon Lemon has joined us.  
 
AH: That’s fine, okay. Hi Shannon! Hello? 
 
AT: Andrew? This is Shannon Lemon, she is going to be answering most of your questions.  
 
AH: Okay.  
 
AT: We were at the point where we were checking what MEDA is. 
 
AH: Are there any questions that you may have? Do you feel like you have a good grip on the 
project that we want to undertake and things of that nature?   
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Shannon Lemon: Maybe if you could just go over that again? 
 
***Andrew explains the project to Shannon*** 
 
SL: Are there any organizations such as ours, but are there any other similar national 
organizations? 
 
AH: Yes, we have actually been doing a lot of research to make sure that we are not recreating 
the wheel. There is the AEO (American Enterprise Opportunity), which is more of a 
microfinance organization, and they really do not specialize in entrepreneurship or minority 
small business development. We have been doing a lot of phone calls to other organizations and 
we’ve been asking them if they have heard of any other organizations or collaborations that exist 
like this, and we haven’t had any one organization say “yes, we know of one.” 
 
SL: Okay. 
 
AH: And even MEDA, during their three year strategic plan they did a lot of research to try to 
figure out if something like this [collaboration] exits? And, they kept coming up with nothing. So 
it seems like there is a space for us, and as we continue to even contact organizations we’re 
always researching to see if something like this exists, to make things easier, but so far we have 
not come up with anything. 
 
SL: I guess what I would say is that the National Minority Supplier Development Council, while 
not operating on the same type of scope that MEDA does, or the Minority Economic 
Development Council or other organizations, it is probably THE model, maybe, for a national 
effort. But, it is very different in that it is one organization with regional affiliates.   
 
AH: Okay. Well— 
 
SL: But they basically have a standard program with perhaps some customization based on a 
need for the market. 
 
AH: Okay, that’s great information. Now, this is a regional organization, are they in the Midwest 
or what region do they specify in? 
 
SL: No. Actually, it is a national organization. It’s the NMSDC. It started 30 years ago or more 
now—time flies when you’re having fun—and they have regional affiliates. Their program really 
is a corporate service—they certify minority businesses for corporate America. But they also do 
some business development and training, supply chain, best practices to their corporate 
membership.  
 
AH: Excellent. Are you a part of this organization? 
 
SL: We do belong to it.  
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AH: Are you finding it to be very beneficial and do you see this as something similar to what 
MEDA would like to create? 
 
SL: I would probably say no.  
 
My answer is yes, that it is beneficial. It is a great database and resource nationally for large 
buying organizations like the Honeywells or the 3Ms. National organizations that need to find 
suppliers that can service a national or global need potentially.  
 
AH: Sure. 
 
SL: It does less in the business development I think in the sense that we talk about it in terms of 
providing technical assistance and growth opportunities. 
 
AH: Yes. Okay. 
 
SL: (to Adrian) Is there a Chapter in their area? 
 
AR: I don’t know if there is.  
 
AH: Okay. That is some helpful information just for us to do research on. I really appreciate that.  
 
SL: Then the website is NMSBC.ORG. So then you’d be able to see if there is a chapter there. 
 
AH: Yeah. Well thank you for that. Would it be okay if you tell us a little bit about your 
organization?  
 
SL: Sure. Again, I said Barbara was really the emphasis for the creation of what we do in the 
Dayton Region. We are driven by economic plight, the fact that minorities were not participating 
fully in the economic opportunities of the region. An organization came together sponsored by 
the Dayton Business Committee and the Dayton Foundation, and a group of regional leaders of 
which Barbara was a part. And the focus was to develop a program to grow minority business. It 
started out with metrics and some direction, but we’re given an opportunity really to survey the 
land and have conversations with key stakeholders to identify where there were gaps in 
opportunities.  
 
And so over a three-year period we have basically evolved after surveying resources in the 
market, to somewhat as a niche. Which is advocacy for minority business inclusion across the 
board, business development in the sense that we are looking for companies that have $500,000 
or more in revenue with an eye towards vis-à-vis relationships so that small and growing 
minority suppliers can do business with large buying organizations. We are really just walking 
into that model as we speak and looking to strengthen the internal operations and leveraging the 
many business assistance organizations in the region, as well as present larger opportunities by 
leveraging the Minority Supplier Development Council. And with that broad, sweeping 
overview, I’m going to give Barbara a chance to… 
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AH: Sure. 
 
Barbara (?): There is hardly anything to add to that, but the point of what really has made this 
work at least in a start-up phase is that half of the individuals involved are majority and half are 
minority.  
 
AH: Okay. 
 
Barbara: And so it is a way of opening doors on both sides. And learning and being educated 
from both of those directions. This has certainly been a learning experience for everyone 
involved, but as I said, there is some door opening that can happen but that was not necessarily 
available before. The work that Shannon has done has really been to plow new ground. She has 
done her duty to get us to this point. We started nearly 3 years ago, and it was going to be a 
three-year pilot and it has worked so well that we are now moving into the next phase.  
 
AH: Excellent. 
 
Barbara: So we have the groundwork laid due to Shannon’s really hard work. Shannon 
mentioned the Dayton Business Committee. This is an organization that has been very low-key 
in the community, but they do the work that no one else wants to do. They originally started, oh, 
20 years ago with all of the CEOs of the large Fortune 500 companies that were in town. And 
they decided to quietly take on all of the things that no one wanted to address.  
 
Because we have lost a lot of our pillar companies, and we don’t have those CEOs around so 
much anymore, the leaders of the banks, and at the University and still other corporations that we 
have are involved in a leadership position. And they take on things like predatory lending and we 
had a broken school system that they are trying to get back on track. And also diversity among 
the African American population became one of their pet projects. And so it was out of some 
work that has been done for maybe the last six years when it suddenly occurred to them that they 
needed somebody who has got up every day and whose responsibility it was to erase the regional 
old mind set and to include diversity as part of our culture.  
 
AH: That’s great. 
 
Barbara: So that’s kind of the background of NEDC.  
 
AH: Thank you very much. Would it be okay if we go back to what Shannon was mentioning 
before about the collaboration that maybe already exists? And so you’ve kind of alluded to the 
types of benefits you get from it—what types of benefits would you say that you’re not getting 
from it that you think would be beneficial from a collaboration that is focusing on the small 
business development side?   
 
SL: So, you’re talking about other organizations that NEDC collaborates with?  
 
AH: Yeah, so what type of other organizations would you collaborate with? 
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SL: We work a lot with state organizations. So, you have, I believe the same many Partners? The 
technical assistance centers? So, securement technical assistance centers. We have SBDC score, 
we have an office here called the Minority Director’s Business Assistance Program that is 
specifically for minority contractors. We have talked about the local affiliate for National 
Minority Supplier Development Council, which is SCOMSDC here.  
 
AH: Okay.  
 
SL: And then we have a real heavy innovation focus, because hopefully the future of Dayton is 
not in the past of automotive, but in the future of aerospace and cyberspace since there is an 
advanced technology in things yet unseen. 
 
We work with—the state has funded what is called “Third Frontier”—which is entrepreneurial 
signature development program that invest in companies that are commercializing innovation, 
and we try to operate in that space.  
 
AH: Wow. 
 
SL: The biggest challenge, I think, Andrew, always is scope and getting over the territorialism 
that exists in the market.  
 
AH: Sure.  
 
SL: And really trying to have an honest conversation about the continuum of business 
development. Too many of our organizations try to position themselves as doing everything so 
they can capture the metrics and report activity.  
 
AH: Sure. 
 
SL: But, without really focusing on what the niche is that you can best serve, I think a lot of our 
businesses get underserved. And so, the entrepreneur center here where I’m housed is very 
focused on growing businesses in a very specific way. In that, a leasing agreement, but it is 
business development. Similarly, we have tried to identify our niche, as companies that want to 
grow to scale are vis-à-vis and have the desire to position themselves and work to bring value to 
a larger size organization. And the threshold is $500,000, but it is built on a model that is 
throughout the state. So that would be, probably our strongest partnerships have been those in 
this space in Cincinnati and Cleveland.  
 
AH: Okay. 
 
SL: They’ve created an accelerator programs that are similar to ours. We are modeling ourselves 
off of them. And that would probably be the strongest form of partnership in terms of “within our 
lane” if you wish, but then across the spectrum, we have a lot of partners.  
 
AH: Okay, thank you for that. This nationwide network that MEDA is looking to create…would 
you see the benefit of that and do you think that your organization itself would benefit from it?  
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SL: Yes, I have been thinking about this, and Barbara as well. There is really a lack of 
information about minority business in general.  
 
AH: Yeah.  
 
SL: So, depending on what new area we are trying to forge, they could still…maybe the 
positioning needs a little development. There is really a need for really the business case for 
minority business development on a national scale. 
 
AH: Right, absolutely. 
 
SL:  So, when you are trying to implement something like this in Dayton, Ohio where we have 
been doing business in this certain way for a long time, it would be really great if we could have 
business cases to show success and have some information on what has worked in other markets.  
 
The other thing, though, is that there are a lot of subject areas, and I’m sure you know, when 
working with a company you all of a sudden have to become an expert in a lot of different areas.  
 
Example: So, minorities and venture capital. Where are there resources across the country? If 
I’m interested in doing something local, how do I really go about doing that?  
 
Example: Minorities and joint venturing. Do I have to start from scratch? What is the best way to 
really create the infrastructure to facilitate joint ventures in my market?  
 
AH: Right, right.  
 
SL: You know, those kinds of resources that would be helpful. It may be across the board, you 
know the VC [venture capital] question and the JV [joint venture] question may be across the 
board regardless of minorities, but I think there’s some specific nuances. You know, minority 
working capital?  
 
So, having resources such as that would be good, but I find that most of us are in the business of 
building awareness and shaping perception. And, it would be nice to have some resources to do 
that without constantly creating marketing messages as to why this is important.  
 
AH: Absolutely. 
 
Barbara: A national message that needs to get out there is…you know it used to be that for 
years we have been saying that…we’ve had quotas. And that has not worked. But the reason that 
we did that was in order to give people a chance. The message was that you’re sort of doing 
charity work here by doing this, and the message needs to be switched over to…I’ll quote a book 
that we have…”Black and white makes green.” And what that means is that this affects your 
bottom line. This is a good thing to do; to utilize minority businesses to raise the level of 
diversity in your community. And you’re not doing it because it is the good guy thing to do, it’s 
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a smart thing to do. That’s the message that needs to get out all over the place and of course we 
can’t do that locally. But that would be a great thing for a national campaign.  
 
AH: Absolutely, yeah. Those are great points. Would your organization be interested in joining 
this collaboration if and when we get this running?  
 
SL: I think so. There is always the question of what the fee would be.  
 
AH: How would you say that your organization would benefit from participating in this type of 
collaboration?  
 
SL: I think the points that you had laid out in terms of common goals, best practices, and the 
whole supply chain access.  
 
And another thing that is limiting is that we may have relationships with buyers in our market, 
but to really grow a large-scale company they need opportunities in all markets. And the 
National Minority Supplier Development Council provides that access, but it really does not 
have the connective relationships.  
 
So you probably have relationships with buyers in your market… 
 
AH: Right, right. Yes, same as all around the country. Are there specific goals that you would 
like to see this collaboration maybe undertake or are there other ones you would like to add?  
 
SL: I’m sure Barbara has a perspective. I guess my question is, is this like a trade association, a 
professional development organization, or is this a national movement to create change? And 
depending on which one of those it is, I think there are different kinds of goals.  
 
There is a need for a higher level of advocacy for minority business development. And, I think 
that we need to have access to similar messaging so that we can penetrate the clutter and curb 
some of the fears and get over some of the barriers that exist. We also need to have examples to 
show buyers AND suppliers what success looks like. And also some of the resources that we 
talked about. You know, and there are organizations out there like the Marathon Club, that’s 
venture capital. There’s a venture capital fund in northeast Ohio, you know? We should gather 
that collective talent together so that we know better how to direct our folks and to prepare 
companies to take advantage of what they offer.  
 
AH: What would you say are the strengths of your organization that you would probably see 
yourself contributing to this collaboration? And of course, given the type of collaboration that it 
forms to be, but what would you think your organization would like to contribute?  
 
SL: I think the greatest thing is that we’re not satisfied with the status quo. There are a lot of 
people who have been in this game for 30 years, 20 years. I think that Barbara articulated very 
clearly that there needs to be a new paradigm. And what we’re really thinking is that diversity is 
not…our mantra is that diversity is a regional strength, but it’s a national strength. And minority 
business owners are business owners. And so, you know, there is a desire to move beyond a 
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conversation of including the business because it’s minority. Again, I think that is on both sides 
of the equation. Minorities should not be pigeonholed feeling the only way they can do business 
is with Pillsbury because they are minority compliant. It is nice to have that introduction, but it is 
unfortunate to capped at whatever their spin-roll is.  
 
Barbara: So what we would add is a great deal of experience and “plow work”. So, again the 
hard work and the trial and error that we have done in the last three years to see what works and 
what doesn’t. We could offer some best practices.  
 
AH: Absolutely, it sounds very much like that. Are there any potential roadblocks that you 
would see for this collaboration? And maybe how would you come to solve these?  
 
SL: Again, I think we tend to be very territorial. Just in general.  
 
AH: Okay, sure.  
 
SL: And there are some unique things that have been created that organizations may still are 
proprietary.  
 
AH: Sure. Okay. And then to kind of solve this I guess we have to bring on member 
organizations that each organization would feel comfortable that they would not, I guess, bring 
that to the table. 
 
Barbara: The other thing is when you get a larger group you kind of lose control. There are 
certainly payoffs in being involved with a large group. For example, I am a business technology 
incubator and I belong to an organization called the National Business Incubation Association, 
and what I look to them for is best practices. And they have annual conferences so that we all get 
better at what we’re supposed to be doing. That would certainly be the greatest benefit that I 
could see here. Because a national organization would be drawing upon all of those best 
practices and taking the lead in those areas.  
 
The other thing that a larger organization can do is lobbying. Every once in awhile there is a 
necessity for that, and so smaller groups just don’t have the resources to be able to do that 
themselves.  
 
So that’s what I would see this organization; as it was a member organization that you could join 
and that you could tap into the resources that they would have on the grander scale.  
 
The roadblock part of the question, I guess I would just get back to…I really don’t see any 
roadblocks except for sometimes size inhibits you.  
 
AH: Yes, that’s true. 
 
SL: Andrew, I would say that there are some good government resources on the national level 
for minority business development associations, as well as some private foundations. The 
Edward Lowe Foundation in Michigan does business development, but we’ve been trying to 
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work with them to develop, you know, some focused conversations for minority businesses and I 
think the Kaufmann Foundation has had lots of conversation around minority business. 
 
And, there are also the institutions of higher learning like Tufts, Kellogg, and Northwestern that 
have specific executive programs targeting minority businesses. So, you know that broader 
network.  
 
AH: Are there any organizations that you think would be good for us to contact to see if they 
may be interested in assisting in creating this nationwide collaboration?  
 
SL: Yes. I can give you the one in the Ohio region. At the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, 
there is the minority business accelerator, and it is run by Crystal German.  
 
Probably what I would say is the “Cadillac” of programs that I have seen is up in Cleveland is 
the Greater Cleveland Partnership. They have a Commission on Inclusion, and under that they 
have the MBA 2.5. So it is a minority business accelerator. Their threshold is $2.5 million. And 
that is run by Andrew Jackson.  
 
And there’s a program in North Carolina that is statewide that looks really interesting. Their 
work, when I first started, I asked if there were any networks of black professionals in economic 
development and I was told that a gentleman who now lives in Iowa started an organization, and 
I’m going to look for his name. I called him a few times and don’t think I heard from him. But, it 
was kind of uncharted territory without having that kind of connection and/or resource.  
 
AH: If we have any follow-up questions, would it be okay if we contacted you?  
 
Barbara: Certainly.  
 
AH: Who would be the best person to contact? 
 
Barbara: Shannon.  
 
Shannon’s contact information: 937-531-6606  
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Appendix F: Existing Affiliations 
 
Potential Collaborator Affiliations 
Community Capital Development 
(Seattle, Washington) 

Professional: AEO, OFN, Urban League, 
Center for Economic Development (CFED), 
OFAS 
 
Financial Institutions: PDFI, Seattle 
Foundation, other community development 
credit unions and foundations,  
 
Government: District office of SBA, MBDA 

Minority Economic Development Center 
(Dayton, Ohio) 

Professional: National Minority Supplier 
Development Council, South Central Ohio 
Minority Supplier Development Council 
(SCOMSC), Dayton Minority Contractors 
Business Assistance Program (DMCBAP), 
National Business Incubation Association 
(NBIA) 
 
Financial: Edward Lowe Foundation,  
Government: Third Frontier Innovation 
Project, Small Business Development Centers 
(SBDC) 

Rising Tide Capital  
(Jersey City, New Jersey) 

Professional: AEO 
 
Micro-lenders: Axiom, Greater Newark 
Business Development Consortium (GNBDC), 
Union County Economic Development 
Consortium (UCEDC) 
 
*Note: Rising Tide Capital is a new, up and 
coming organization that is working on 
formalizing more partnerships.  

Interise 
(Boston, Massachusetts) 

Professional: Inner City Economic Forum 
(ICEF) through ICIC.  
 
Government: State Office of Minority and 
Women Business Assistance, New York Office 
of Small Business Services, SBA 
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Appendix G: Interview with Rising Tide Capital 
 
Alex Forrester—New Jersey (Rising Tide Capital) 
Interviewed by Andrew Hansen on 3/28/2010 
Transcribed by Mandy Olson on 3/29/2010 
 
Andrew Hansen: [Andrew gives Alex an introduction to the project] 
 
Alex Forrester: I know who MEDA is; I’ve got a lot of respect for MEDA. I guess the only 
question is…your relationship to the project.  
 
AH: [Andrew explains who we are] 
 
AF: I’m familiar with those kinds of projects, I’ve been on some of them, and so I wish you guys 
luck on that. It’s always a lot of work involved.  
 
AH: Yes, it is, but it is definitely exciting and thrilling. So basically, we’ve got this strategic 
planning process, how they went through that and established a network of common goals, you 
got that. Okay, the part where it says tell us a little bit about your organization, could you do that 
for us?   
 
AF: Sure. Rising Tide Capital is a nonprofit organization. We’re headquartered in Jersey City, 
New Jersey. I am the co-founder. Back in 2004, a classmate of mine and I started Rising Tide 
Capital after getting inspired after reading the book Back into the Poor. And reading a lot about 
the social entrepreneurship movement as well. The original vision was to bring microfinance to 
the inner cities of New Jersey because New Jersey was kind of lagging behind, I think, in 
comparison to some other states, and there are a lot of large, urban centers in New Jersey that 
just aren’t served adequately by micro-enterprise development work.  
 
So, what happened once we got on the ground was that we realized that a loan is just more debt 
unless you know how to use it. It’s not…what makes a loan capital is when you combine the 
finance with the knowledge of how to apply it to grow your business. So with that realization, we 
then started looking around for ways to help our future loan candidates learn more about how to 
manage their business. And, we couldn’t really find anything that fit our criteria of being 
extensible, appropriate, and affordable. Simultaneously, we looked around and we saw that there 
are a lot of organizations that actually provide micro loans, but were struggling to connect with 
qualified candidates.  So, there was a problem in the market, basically being that there might be 
causes out there but how to write a business plan. There weren’t sources of business education 
and business consulting that were focused on business management for low-income women and 
minority entrepreneurs in the area. So we decided to make the switch, and so we now do the 
education and consulting side of the microenterprise development field, and we partner with the 
microfinance groups in the area.  
 
AH: That’s great. That’s very similar to MEDA.  
 
AF: Is it? 
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AH: Yeah, in a way…about how they are more about developing the small businesses. That’s 
awesome that you’re doing that through the education and management and business consulting. 
So, you started in 2004?  
 
AF: Yes. May 2004. We’re just coming up on our six-year anniversary.  
 
AH: Wow, that is great.  
 
AH: Could you tell us a bit about your role in the organization?  
 
AF: Sure, I’m the COO. When you start anything of business or a social enterprise, you’re chief 
cook and bottle washer until you grow. So I’ve done everything since the beginning. But now 
that we have grown, our budget is about $850,000 for 2010. Eight full-time staff. So now, my 
role has really gone more toward financial management and development and outcome 
measurements for evaluation type work as well general operations and systems building and 
building infrastructure. 
 
AH: Can you tell us what your history has been with assistance to minority economic 
development?  
 
AF: Sure. Basically 90-95% of entrepreneurs we work with are minorities. And since we’ve kind 
of made a major shift in what our program model was going to be… So in September 2006 we 
launched what has kind of been our premiere, or our flagship program called the Community 
Business Academy, which is a 10-week, 40-hour course in business management and planning. 
We have got 280 graduates from the Community Business Academy since then. Right now, we 
are in the middle of our 21st and 22nd classes of the Community Business Academy. We have a 
limit of 5-21 maximum. We have 280 graduates, 94 of them are in business today, another 128 of 
them are in the planning stages. And then there are a number of people that we don’t have 
current data on or had decided to pursue a different path of entrepreneurship.  
 
AH: That’s great, fabulous. And then, so, do you guys have any formal partnerships right now? 
Or collaborations that you’re working with locally? 
 
AF: Well, formal is a key word in that sentence, so I think that the only formal relationship we 
have in the field is that we are a member of the Association Enterprise Opportunity, the AEO, 
which I have to assume that you guys are familiar with in your research. Are you familiar with 
the AEO?  
 
AH: Yes.  
 
AF: Okay, so we’re definitely a member of the AEO. Other than that, we have nothing formal. 
We are certainly in touch with the other micro-lenders in the area…Axiom, GNBDC, UCEDC. 
There are basically two strategic priorities for us in 2010 in order to move forward which is to 
formalize and more closely integrate our program activities with the products and services that 
are available through our micro lending partners, as well as to better integrate and formalize our 
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relationships with groups like the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, the International Institute of 
New Jersey, which is the largest organization serving the immigrant/refugee community. So, at 
this point we don’t have much by way of formal partnerships, but that is a goal of ours.  
 
AH: Are there any benefits that you get out of participating in these networks? Or, is it more 
kind of what you were mentioning before? 
 
AF: Well, what we…I can speak to our participation in the AEO and what we get out of that.. 
 
AH: That would be great.  
 
AF: The [AEO] listserv is very valuable for me because I use it often to send out questions about 
best practices or about what people have done in certain situations, and so you definitely get that 
as a benefit. The annual conference each year is a big professional development opportunity for 
myself and my staff. We get to hear about what’s working and what’s not out there in the field 
and about new innovations. The access to the information and being up to speed on development 
and innovations in the field is probably the biggest benefit that we get out of our membership in 
the AEO.  
 
AH: That’s great. And then, do you know of any nationwide networks of organizations similar to 
yours and MEDA that are what MEDA is thinking of [as far as existing collaborations]? 
 
AF: Obviously, the AEO. There are groups out there…I think that there are groups out 
there…it’s interesting, there are groups around diversity and a bunch of overlapping things. For 
example, community development, venture capital, but I think that the nationwide network most 
similar to what MEDA is thinking about is AEO.  
 
AH: Would you be interested in joining a network of organizations similar to yours [that MEDA 
is thinking about creating]? 
 
AF: I think that the main questions in my mind are in what way is MEDA thinking about doing 
something different? To what extent is this recreating the wheel so to speak with AEO? How is it 
going to differentiate itself in terms of offering something different? Or, [more specifically] what 
need is not being met by the AEO? Is it more focused specifically on minority business 
development? Also, what benefits are there by joining? So, certainly, anyone who is 
entrepreneurial would certainly consider any opportunity that is there, it’s more about what 
would be the benefits of joining and is this contributing to the field…is it contributing to the 
fragmentation? Because I think one of the problems that all the parts of the nonprofit world face 
is always fragmentation. So, to a certain extent, there is always the question of “what need is this 
meeting?”  
 
AH: That kind of helps clarify the 1) if yes, how would your organization benefit, then 2) what 
goals would you have for a collaboration of this nature. From what you just mentioned, would 
you say that there is anything that since you’ve been in the field for 6 years, is there anything that 
you are noticing that maybe a collaboration like this could focus on and be successful at to fill in 
a gap?   
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AF: Well, you know I think that there is always two things that any group, you can even think of 
it like franchises or these kinds of networks that nonprofit organizations, what is any business 
need? Social enterprise or for-profit…they need customers, they need capital. So one benefit 
would be if this was some kind of select group “by invitation only” where a network was formed 
in which there was some kind of large financial backer that would want to invest in a network of 
operators and I’m going to give maybe capacity-building capital to groups to these regions. Or, 
some type of united brand that would invest and spend a lot of money on community outreach 
and reaching out and then people that can call and get routed to a local chapter. I could see you 
know, cut-throughs and capital, that would be major benefits that would be certainly very much 
worth entertaining.  
 
AH: Absolutely, okay. Thank you for that. That’s definitely some good information. The 
roadblocks, and kind of what you’re mentioning is would it be recreating the wheel? And how 
you solve that issue?  
 
Do you know of any other organizations that might be willing to kind of discuss with us, kind of 
to get feedback from them? Also, if they might be interested in joining something like this if it 
does turn into what we were kind of mentioning?  
 
AF: Well, I think that everybody that I know in the field I know through the membership in the 
AEO. So, basically I think that any one…in my mind, maybe it’s that I’m missing out on some 
other things…but in my mind, that’s kind of the central place where everybody in the field 
currently goes to meet and gather.  
 
So there is certainly somebody that I would recommend that you could speak with who is kind of 
a major consultant and expert in the field.  
 
His name is Jason Friedman. Have you ever heard that name? 
 
AH: I don’t think so because…no that doesn’t sound familiar.  
 
AF:  He’s been around for a long time. He’s very influential in the field as a consultant. He 
helped us do our strategic planning. He’s done strategic planning for a lot of the other leading 
organizations in the country. I think that he would certainly have an interesting perspective on 
this for sure.  
 
AH: That sounds great. Do you think he would mind if we called or e-mailed him?  
 
AF: Yeah, I don’t think he’d mind at all. I can give you his information right now and you can 
feel free to let him know that I recommended him. 
 
AH: Sure. That would be great. Thank you very much, Alex. I appreciate that.  
 
AF: [contact info] 
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Jason Friedman  
Email: jasonj@friedmanassociates.net 
Phone: 319-341-3556 
 
AH: Then, did you meet Jason through the AEO? 
 
AF: Yes. 
 
AH: Did you meet MEDA through the AEO as well?  
 
AF: No, you know I have never seen MEDA participate in that. I’ve always wondered why not. I 
met somebody by the name of Peter Rose [who is now in New Jersey].  He used to be involved 
with MEDA, maybe he still is…and now he’s working for an organization in Trenton, New 
Jersey called Isles. And he runs a micro-enterprise program down there. So Peter Rose might be 
somebody worth talking with since he’s already associated with MEDA.  
 
AH: Okay.  
 
AF: I can give you his information…I don’t know if it is current, but [Alex gives Andrew his 
info.] 
 
Peter Rose  
E-mail: peterwrose@comcast.net 
 
If that doesn’t work, you might want to look up an organization called Isles.org and contact Peter 
through that.  
 
AH: Okay.  
 
AF: But, he definitely used to be in some position at MEDA and then I met him at an AEO 
conference. He’s in Trenton now doing micro-enterprise there. So he would possibly be another 
person that might be interested in joining.  
 
AH: Yeah. Absolutely. I want to make sure that I have the correct organization. So, the AEO, 
does that stand for the American Economic Organization? 
 
AF: No, it’s the Association for Enterprise Opportunity.  
 
AH: Oh.  
 
AF: It’s the trade association for micro-enterprise development organizations in the country. 
There are about 600 members. So I think that most people think of it as kind of a trade 
association like the restaurant industry would have a trade association.  
 
So now, the key to differentiate there is that microenterprise is a specific thing and usually, you 
know, companies with 5 or fewer employees that take $35,000 or less to start. And that is a sub-
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segment of the small business development community. So one way that this might be different 
is that small businesses can go up to like $50 million in revenue. So it’s a very different thing to 
say, “listen, we’re going to invest in minority business development.” And a lot of times the way 
that works is that people are focusing on promising the inner city, minority-owned businesses 
that they have the potential to really grow and expand and create a lot of jobs. And within that 
field, you guys should definitely be talking to groups like the ICIC (which is the Initiative for a 
Competitive Inner City). Have you come across that in your research yet? 
 
AH: Not yet, no. But that sounds really fascinating.  
 
AF: That would probably be one of the foremost groups that I can think of and might be similar 
to what you’re thinking about, but that you might also be interested in joining. The guy that 
really started that is a Harvard Professor by the name of Michael Porter.  
 
AH: I know of him. 
 
AF: Yeah. So he started the ICIC and they’re probably one of the premiere organizations that’s 
focused on kind of that urban, small business economic development kind of stuff.  
 
AH: That’s great, Alex. This has been really helpful information. I appreciate it.  
 
AF: Yeah, absolutely. I wish you luck and feel free to reach back out to me if you guys decide to 
move forward or if I can be helpful in any way.  
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Appendix H: Organization Contact Information 
Organization Headquarters Web Site Contact Name Contact Title Phone Email 

Potential Founding Partners 
*Jim Thomas Founder & CEO 206.324.4330 jimt@seattleccd.com Community Capital 

Development Seattle, WA seattleccd.com 
Suzanne Tessaro COO 206.324.4330  

*Jean Horstman CEO 617.350.6301 jhorstman@interise.org 
Interise Boston, MA interise.org 

Michael O'Rouke Exec Assistant   

*Linda Gunn VP Admin & Policy  lgunn@ncimed.com Institute of Minority Econ 
Development Durham, NC ncimed.com 

Andrea Harris President 919.956.8889 andreah@ncimed.com 

*Barbara Hayde President 937.281.0098 bhayde@tecdayton.com 
The Entrepreneurs Center Dayton, OH tecdayton.com 

*Channon Lemon    

*Alex Forrester Co-founder & 
COO 201.432.4316 alex@risingtidecapital.org 

Rising Tide Capital Jersey City, NJ risingtidecapital.org 
Alfa Demmellash Co-founder & CEO 201.432.4316  

Organizations Unable to Interview (Further Research Needed) 
Ron Phillips President 877.340.2649 rlp@ceimaine.org 

Coastal Enterprises Inc. Wiscasset, ME ceimaine.org Jacqueline 
Wardell COO   

Jerry Rickett President & CEO 606.864.5175 jrickett@khic.org Kentucky Highlands 
Investment Corp London, KY khic.org 

L. Ray Moncrief Exec VP & COO 606.864.5175 lrmoncrief@khic.org 

Stanley W. Tucker President & CEO 410.333.2548  Meridian Management 
Group, Inc. Baltimore, MD mmggroup.com Catherine 

Lockhart Exec VP & COO   

Carla Javits President 415.561.6681 cjavits@redf.org Robert Econ Development 
Foundation 

San Francisco 
CA redf.org 

Lorelle Malboeuf Exec Assistant 415.561.6678  

Dissimilar Organizations 
Joseph J. Houldin CEO 215.464.8550  Deleware Valley Industrial 

Resource 
Philadelphia, 

PA dvirc.org 
Barry W. Miller COO 215.464.8550  

Juliana Eades CEO 800.432.4110  
 New Hampshire Community 

Loan Concord, NH nhclf.org 
*John Hamilton COO 603.620.0568  

 


